In this paper, the image scalar algorithm and architecture for LCD monitor and television controller is presented. The program of hardware code is described to explain the proposed algorithm and architecture. The proposed image scalar has been applied on LCD monitor and TV controller or signal processor. The scalar has been evaluated and applied on the LCD display controller successfully.
Introduction
The image scalar performs enlarge and reduce the input image. We avoid the distortion of the image, which has been scaled. In idea case, the large size of memory are required to store the image, and the high speed digital signal processors are used to do vector computation and optimize the image quality. But the hardware cost must be high, the hardware cost and image quality are trade-offs in the design of the commercial LCD and TV controller [1] .
In this paper, the digital signal processors are not used in the controller in order to achieve the costdown purpose. The simple multipliers are used to perform the algorithm. According to the proposed algorithm, the memory is saved. The architecture of the proposed image scalar is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm and architecture is described as follows: In the proposed image scalar architecture, it involves eight modules: Y-buffer, Y-calculator, X-buffer, Xcalculator, sc-fifo, sc-fifo4, sc-coeff and SC-main. scfifo and sc-fifo4 provide the memory module for Ybuffer and X-buffer, respectively. The input data of image signal is stored in Y-buffer. In order to save cost and keep the good quality, the memory size of Ybuffer is 1024 pixels × 3-bytes×8 Lines (8 scan lines) [2] , [3] , [4] .
Data Retrieval and Computation
A new horizontal line is performed by four neighboring lines in Y-buffer. The Y-calculator module performs the computation of a new line. The operation of Y-buffer is shown in Figure 2 , and operation of a new line performing is shown in Figure  3 . The data of initial horizontal line storing in inc p[2:0] is described in program 1. According to program 1, the data of four neighboring horizontal lines are read, when a new line is performing. The value of add_r is accumulated for generation of new pixels. The above operation is described in Program 2. In program 3 and 4, the memory structure and index method are described. In program 5, the data of a new line would be changed in memory address addr_10.
In program 6 and 7, the new pixel is generated by simple multiplication and shift operation. It doesn't require digital signal processor to perform the algorithm. The algorithm is described as follows:
The Memory Optimization
Additional four memories are used to store the data of four lines synchronously, when the Y_calculator is generating a new line [3] , [4] .
The proposed image scalar has function of error detection. The input signals of image scalar may be video, S-video, HDTV and etc. [6] . The resolution of the input signal is half or quarter as the scalar needs, so that the resolution of the input image will be doubled by the scalar. It can avoid the distortion and improve the image quality. The doubling resolution algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
In program 8 and 9, 526 horizontal scan lines being expanded to 768 and 1024 lines is described. 
The Algorithm of Line Scaling
In Y-buffer, we use the staying and skipping method to expand and reduce lines. For example, the 800 horizontal lines expands to 1024 lines, we choose every 3.57 lines to stay an address of horizontal scan in order to generate a new line.
Expanding Lines
The special algorithm for expanding 800 horizontal lines to 1024 lines is described as follows: inc_p 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1… where inc_p is data set for generating a new horizontal line. 1 represents that it use a new data of the next horizontal line, and 0 represents that it use the original data. The operation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6 .
In Figure 5 , a new line 27 is generated by the following equation: L27 'new a ×L22 + b× L23 + c× L24 + d × L25
The average and distributed algorithm is applied on line expansion, the same data can generate a different line. The coefficient determination is described in next section.
In program 10, the value of phase and inc_p will be updated, when a new line is generated.
Program 10:
Reducing Lines
The inc_p will be updated, when the image is reduced. The operation of line reduction is shown in Figure 6.  inc_p 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1… .
According to the average and distributed algorithm, the difference of the new line 18 and the new line 19 is two lines, and the value of inc_p is 2.
The Coefficients of Image Scalar
According to the average and distributed algorithm, the color distribution of the processed image will be followed that of the original input image. The coefficients are used to adjust the color distribution. We use green color to explain this algorithm, and the computation of distribution of the green color is shown in Figure 7 .
In this algorithm, the value of vratio is 5120 and the coefficients from new line 37 to new line 40 are (0, 255, 0, 0), (-18, 221, 58, -6), (-16 
The Algorithm of Pixel Scaling
In image scalar, the neighboring four vertical pixels in X-buffer are chosen to expand a new pixel.
Basically, the concept of data retrieval of X-buffer is the same as that of Y-buffer.
Program 11:
Program 12:
In programs 11 and 12, the new data of pixel is generated at each display clock.
Conclusions
In this paper, we use the hardware description language (HDL) to implement the circuit of image scalar, and the cost of chip is also taken into consideration. The proposed algorithm is very suitable for VLSI implementation. The simple circuits and small area are achieved. In the future, we try to find more optimal algorithms to improve the image quality and computation speed. Now, the test platform has been established and more optimal algorithms can be developed and evaluated easily. case(addr_type) 2'b00: begin p_m1 <=#1 po_l0; p_z0 <=#1 po_l1; p_p1 <=#1 po_l2; p_p2 <=#1 po_l3; end 2'b01: begin p_m1 <=#1 po_l1; p_z0 <=#1 po_l2; p_p1 <=#1 po_l3; p_p2 <=#1 po_l0;
